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This invention concerns silos and like containers for 
storing granular and fragmented materials, wherein the 
material is stored in the silo and drawn off from the bot 
tom as and when required. Present-day practice is to 
construct silos on the site from prefabricated components, 
such as cast concrete or steel panels, or to build up on 
the site, for example, by casting concrete in situ, or 
welding up steel plates and other components. 
The use of prefabricated components has advantages 

in that the silos can be erected quicker and at lower cost 
than when built up. However, a problem exists with 
this method of construction where the material to be 
stored is not free flowing, as the interior of a silo must 
be free from projections which might cause bridging or 
otherwise hang up the material. In the case of prefabri 
cated steel silos, these usually are circular in horizontal 
cross-section, blocks of individual units or containers ad 
jacently located being constructed. Such as assembly, 
however, occupies unused ground space, and is expensive 
to roof over, besides which long conveyor runs and as 
sociated heavy supports are required. 
An object of this invention is to provide a construc 

tion of silo which is built up using prefabricated steel 
plates as the walls, and which when built into an as 
sembly of a number of adjacent containers occupy a 
minimum of ground space. Another object of the .in 
vention is to provide a construction of silo from steel, 
in which the interior surface is smooth and unbroken, 
being devoid of ribs, corrugations or like internal pro 
jections, and yet is of adequate strength particularly 
against bulging or bursting. A further object is to pro 
vide a construction of silo from steel which can be pro 
duced economically and erected easily, and is strong yet 
not using an excessive amount of steel. 
Thus the invention seeks to provide a silo assembly 

built mainly from steel plates, each unit or container 
having smooth interior walls substantially free from in 
ternal horizontal projections, and which is economical 
in cost, and can be erected quickly and easily. 

According to this invention there is provided a silo 
assembly consisting of a number of individual contain 
ers each with its walls built up from rectangular plates 
so as to present a substantially smooth interior to the 
container, and each container of polygonal shape in hori 
Zontal cross-section, the plates having flanges extend 
ing from their horizontal edges and on the outside of 
a wall, whereby contiguous flanges of adjacent plates, 
one above the other, of a wall can be secured together 
by bolts and nuts, rivets or like means, the individual 
containers being set up in close proximity, web strips 
being provided uniting flanges of an individual container 
where adjacent and substantially co-planar with those 
of another container, ties or straps also being provided 
at the corners of the container from the end of a flange 
assembly of a side to the assembly at the adjacent side. 
The containers preferably are rectangular in horizontal 
cross-section, and the flanges of the outer sides of a 
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container are strengthened by horizontal strips which 
can be of L-section secured to the flanges, and the ends 
of the strengthening strips or strengthening strips and Web 
plates are tied. 
The use of the web strips enables rectangular plates 

of a light gauge which would not alone be able to with 
stand the pressure in a container to be used. Thus the 
strips virtually constitute shear members of beams, the 
rectangular plates forming the flange elements. The ties 
or straps serve to relieve the concentrated shear forces 
at the ends of the strips or flanges. 
The horizontal flanges on the outer sides of the as 

sembly can be strengthened by horizontal strips secured 
to the flanges, the ends of adjacent co-planar strips at 
the corners being united by ties or straps, whilst the 
ends of adjacent co-linear strips along the walls are tied 
together and also to the adjacent end of a web. 
The ties or straps can be simply short bars, but pref 

erably comprise L-shaped plates at the corners, and T 
shaped plates along the walls. 
According to a further feature of the invention, the 

silo is constructed so as to have a degree of fire re 
sistance. This conveniently is obtained by using hori 
zontal strips of open or lattice form around the assem 
bly and providing outer vertical panels secured to the 
outer edges of the strips so that a space is formed be 
tween the plates and outer panels. This space is filled 
with fire-resistant material such as a light-weight con 
crete material. 

Also, according to this invention, a silo assembly as 
above set forth is provided, there also being provided 
a hopper or feed chute outlet at the bottom of each con 
tainer, and of a cross-section corresponding therewith, 
each said hopper having at least one wall inclined to 
the vertical and sloping inwardly to form a downward 
ly tapering hopper narrowing to a bottom outlet, the top 
of each hopper being bounded by a channel-section in 
wardly facing ring rim, the relative widths of the flanges 
being such to accommodate any inclination of a wall of 
the hopper. 
The construction according to this invention enables 

a silo assembly to be built comprising individual con 
tainers or cells, which assembly is rigid and light in 
weight in comparison with usual structures. The height 
of the rectangular plates will be such that an operator 
can reach down and unite the flanges of adjacent (one 
above the other) plates as the containers are erected. 
Further, the web strips can be apertured to permit a 
man's hand to pass through an aperture. This enables 
erection to proceed without resort to blind riveting or 
other form of blind fixing. 
The corners of plates of adjacent walls are, of course, 

united, for example by using vertical angle strips, and 
nuts and bolts or rivets. These strips can be covered 
by fairings. 

In the case where the chutes are of some height, addi 
tional rings may be provided spaced apart therealong. 
Thus the chutes can be prefabricated from rectangular 
plates, horizontal junctions of the plates of each chute 
being embraced by a rim or ring. 

In order that a clear understanding of the invention 
may be obtained, reference will now be made to the ac 
companying drawings in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a fragmentary perspective view showing 

the lower part of and form of silo and chute. 
FIGURE 2 is a side view of a part of a chute. 
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FIGURE 3 is a plan view of FIGURE 2. 
FIGURE 4 is a longitudinal view of a detail showing 

one arrangement at the junction of the silo and chute. 
FIGURE 5 is a fragmentary view similar to FIGURE 

1 showing certain modifications, and 
FIGURE 6 is a longitudinal view similar to FIGURE 

4 of the modified arrangement shown in FIGURE 5. 
Referring firstly to FIGURE 1, the silo assembly con 

sists of four separate containers or cells. C. Two, or 
more than four, could be built according to require 
ments. Each container is built up from rectangular steel 
plates P each having a flange F along top and bottom 
edges. The related flanges F of adjacent plates P are 
connected by means of bolts B, only one of which is 
shown in each of FIGURES 1, 5 and 6 for the sake of 
clarity. Adjacent plate corners are united by angle-sec 
tion uprights 10. It will be seen that the interior of 
each cell is unbroken, having no inwardly directed hori 
Zontal projections, and the uprights 10 may have fairing 
pieces arranged so that bolts connecting the plates and 
uprights are concealed. Such a fairing piece FP is shown 
in FIGURE 5. 
The contiguous flanges F of adjacent containers C are 

united by web strips W, these having apertures 11 there 
through. This results in all of the containers being held 
rigidly together. Moreover, the web strips with the 
plates form an I-section beam structure. The plates P 
are of light gauge, and the web strips W ensure a light 
weight, firm structure of silo assembly. The height of 
each plate, and the provision of the apertures, permits 
an operator to carry out building up, as the operator 
can reach down and insert bolts through holes through 
the flanges during construction. 
On the walls, on the outside of the assembly, i.e., a 

wall where there is no parallel adjacent wall of another 
unit, L-section strips S are secured, these also imparting 
strength to the assembly. In order to relieve shear forces 
concentrated on the ends of the web strips W, adjacent 
ends of strips are connected by straps T, in the exam 
ple shown in FIGURE 1, in the form of the tie bars. 
These straps are necessary between each web strip W and 
strip S, as shown. 
In the construction illustrated in the lower part of 

FIGURE 5, the straps consist of L or T-shaped plates 
T and T respectively. Those uniting straps at the 
corner are L-shaped, and those between adjacent co 
linear strips and the end of an adjacent web are T-shaped 
as indicated in dotted lines. The construction shown 
in the upper part of FIGURE 5 is a modification in 
which the outer walls of the assembly are built to have 
a degree of fire resistance. 

In this construction (see FIGURE 6) the strips are 
of lattice or open form designated LR, each consisting 
of an inner L-section rail LR and an outer upright rail 
LR', united by a lattice of flat or round section. The 
couter upright rails LR' provide support for an outer 
corrugated panel OP, between which and the panels P 
a space is formed which contains a suitable light 
weight fire resistant material such as a foamed concrete 
or other material FC. Suitable cover plates (not shown) 
:can be provided to prevent the material from entering 
into the gap between adjacent cells C. In the upper 
part, the straps are formed of L-section rails. As shown, 
the end of the apertured web strip W is welded to an 
inserted strip T' connected to the rail LR'. 

Each container C is supported above a hopper or chute 
H, this also being built up from steel plates and of down 
wardly tapering form. In the example of FIGURE 1 
of the drawings, two walls of each hopper are vertical, 
the other two inclining to produce a downwardly taper 
ing construction, while in FIGURE 5 only one wall 
is inclined. The top of each hopper or chute H is em 
braced by a rim R of inwardly facing channel section, 
and it will be seen also that the flanges of this rim on 
the inclining walls are of different widths to accommo 
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This is shown in FIGURE 4, where 
the upper flange w is narrower than the lower flange 
w". It will also be noted from this figure that the lower 
flange F of the bottom of the unit C bears on the upper 
flange w of the rim to which it is secured, for example 
by welding. A horizontal beam B is provided to bear 
the adjacentrims R of adjacent hoppers. 
FIGURE 6 shows an alternative and preferred ar 

rangement in which a channel setcion member CH is 
welded on to the top of the flange w so that the bottom 
flange F of the bottom unit C bears on the top flange 
of the member CH to which it is secured, e.g., by bolts 
or rivets. 

Further rims R are provided below the junction of 
the containers and hoppers to increase strength, and 
conveniently to embrace joints between plates. Addi 
tional stiffeners can be provided for the hopper units. 
and silo containers if necessary. For example, stiffen 
ers 12 (FIGURES 2 and 3) can be provided on the in 
clined walls of the hoppers, and also horizontal angle 
section stiffeners can be provided, for example at the 
junction of plates. The hoppers have outlets O. 
The construction of silo assembly as herein described 

is particularly suitable for containing fragmented ma 
terials such as meat, fish, cake, offal and nut meals, 
where the free flow characteristics compared with cereal 
grains are poor. The assembly is light in weight, yet. 
of adequate strength, particularly to resist internal pres 
sure, and the parts can be set up and erected easily. The 
chutes also have a smooth interior, so that a good, free 
outlet flow is obtained. 

I claim: 
1. A silo assembly consisting of a number of indi 

vidual containers of polygonal shape in horizontal cross 
section and arranged in close proximity to each other, 
the walls of each container comprising a plurality of 
rectangular plates whose inner surfaces are free of in 
wardly directed horizontal projections, flanges extending 
outwardly from the top and bottom edges of each of said 
plates, connecting means securing together contiguous 
flanges of adjacent plates disposed one above the other, web 
strips uniting the flanges of an individual container where 
said flanges are adjacent to and substantially co-planar 
with the flanges of another container, and tie means at 
the corners of each said container and extending from 
the end of a flange assembly on one side of a container, 
to the end of a flange assembly at the next adjacent side 
of said container. 

2. A silo assembly as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
containers are rectangular in horizontal cross-section. 

3. A silo assembly as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
flanges on the outer sides of the assembly are strength 
ened by horizontal strips secured to the flanges, the ends 
of adjacent co-planar strips at the corners being united 
by said tie means, while the ends of adjacent co-linear 
strips along the walls are tied together, and also tied to 
the adjacent end of a web. 

4. A silo assembly as claimed in claim 3, wherein the 
tie means comprise L-shaped plates at the corners, 
and T-shaped plates along the walls. 

5. A silo assembly as claimed in claim 3, wherein the 
horizontal strips are of lattice form, and outer vertical 
panels are secured to the outer edges of the strips so that 

... a space is formed between the plates and said outer 

70 

vertical panels, said space being filled with fire resistant 
material. 

6. A silo assembly as claimed in claim 1 wherein a 
hopper is provided at the bottom of each container, 
Said hopper being of a cross-section corresponding to the 
cross section of said container, each said hopper hav 
ing at least one wall inclined to the vertical and sloping 
inwardly to form a downwardly tapering hopper narrow 
ing to a bottom outlet, the top of each hopper being 
bounded by a channel-section inwardly facing ring rim, 
the relative widths of the flanges being such to accom 
modate any inclination of a wall of the hopper. 
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7. A silo assembly as claimed in claim 6, wherein References Cited by the Examiner 
each hopper is built up from plates, and further bound- UNITED STATES PATENTS 
ing ring rims are provided around each hopper at plate 
junctions. 638,280 12/1899 Robinson et al. ----- 52-194 

8. A silo assembly as claimed in claim 6, comprising 5 683,441 10/1901 Cooley -------------- 52-234 
pairs of containers in side-by-side relation, each of said 830,440 9/1906 Jaques et al. ---------- 220-5 
containers being rectangular in horizontal cross section 563: y : Sticle et al. ------- : ; 
and at least two pairs in line, with opposite sides of the sw- rus aISOS ------------- - 
hopper sloping in towards one another. 3,064,770 1 1/1962 Andrews ------------ 52-588 

9. A silo assembly as claimed in claim 6, wherein the 10 FRANKL. ABBOTT, Primary Examiner. 
lower plate of each container is secured on to the chan- L. R. RADANOVIC, J. E. MURTAGH, 
nel section ring rim by a channel section member. Assistant Examiners. 


